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1. Background, objectives
Utilisation of forces of nature is as old effort as the history of humanity. If these
resources are not available continuously in sufficient quantities, than we have to
solve the storage of them. Such a way is collection and storage of the energy of
the Sun to provide the heat and electric power requirement for the whole year.
The storage of the heat is possible. The construction of the thermal energy store is
very expensive, heat-loss occurs during the heat storage (it means cost as well).
The collected heat as a whole cannot be charged into the heat store, the whole
stored heat cannot be discharged from the heat store, these are losses (costs) as
well. Above these the charge and discharge of the thermal energy store
(operation) has energy demand (cost).
For these reasons, the main condition of the practical implementation of
industrial-scale heat storage is designing the most economical construction in
terms of cost, i.e. optimal one.
Already there are short-term (temporary) heat storages for storage aims at low
temperature, for demands of warm water and heating in family houses, and there
are heat storages for storage aims at high temperature in thermal power plants.
There are also seasonal heat stores for storage aims at low temperature, for warm
water and heating demands of a smaller village.
Such seasonal heat-stores (of high temperature and large size) have not yet been
built which are suitable for fulfilment of demands of producing of warm water,
heating and heat of thermal power plants.
The subject of the thesis is elaboration of calculation method of a new heat
storage system with optimization aim and its presentation through application in
examples.
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2. Evaluation methods
This dissertation shows optimal design of a sensible heat store of new
construction, filled with solid heat storage material.
The planned heat store has cascade system formed a spiral flow-path layout. This
is a conceptual model, worked out for case of pipe-channelled construction and
for case of packed bed with balls.
The aim of the special layout is to realize better overall efficiency than regular
sensible heat stores have. By the new construction higher overall efficiency is
expected by long flow-way, powerful thermal stratification and spiral flow-path
layout which can ensure lower heat loss.
For the mathematical description of the planned system I have adapted one of the
discretisation methods developed for solution of differential equations of the heat
transport in the heat store. I have worked out a calculation method to simulate the
charge and discharge of the heat store, to calculate the overall efficiency using the
results of the simulations. The calculation of the overall efficiency takes into
account the dischargeable heat quantity without heat-loss, the heat-loss into the
environment through the boundary surfaces and the heat-equivalent quantity of
the transport work demand as well.
The geometric sizes and operating parameters of the thermal energy store with the
best overall efficiency are calculated by application of Genetic Algorithm (GA).
The dissertation shows the application of the simulation and optimization method
of the new heat storage system for two cases: pipe-channelled construction with
gas and liquid heat transport medium, and packed bed construction with balls
with gas heat transport medium.
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3. New results, theses
I.
I have developed a mathematical model for the calculation of the charge and
discharge of a new sensible heat store construction (pipe-channelled thermal
energy store) filled with solid heat storage material, with triangular pitch of
cylindrical pipe-channels.
a. I have worked out differential equations of the heat transport in the pipechannelled heat store (two-phase, general, one-dimensional model) using the
known differential equations of the heat transport in heat store filled with
particles.
b. I have developed simulation model to calculate the spatial temperature
distributions of the heat storage material and of the heat transport medium
using discretisation of the differential equations of the heat transport in the
heat store.
c. I have worked out a calculation method to calculate optimal geometry and
operational parameters of the thermal energy store with the best overall
efficiency using genetic optimization algorithm (GA) based on the
simulation model which calculates the spatial temperature distributions of
the heat storage material and the heat transport medium.
II.
I have proved that a thermal energy store of long flow-path is more preferable –
because of its powerful thermal stratification – than a short flow-path thermal
energy store which has equal mass of solid heat storage material as the long flowpath one, mentioned before. The reasons of it are the following:
a. the great part of the solid heat storage material is being heated up close to
the inlet temperature of the heat transport medium, until the end of the
charge period,
b. the outlet temperature of the heat transport medium is close to the beginning
(low) temperature of the heat storage material in the great part of the charge
period, so it has great heat transport capability lasting long,
c. the great part of the solid heat storage material is being cooled down close to
the inlet temperature of the heat transport medium until the end of the
discharge period,
d. the outlet temperature of the heat transport medium is close to the beginning
(high) temperature of the heat storage material, in the great part of the
discharge period, so the high temperature level of it is more valuable,
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e. it is easier to distribute uniformly the stream of the heat transport medium
along the smaller flowing cross-section area of the long flow-path thermal
energy store than along the larger flowing cross-section area of the short
flow-path thermal energy store.
III.
I have worked out the following solutions to eliminate the disadvantageous
properties of the sensible heat store of small flowing cross-section area, long
flow-path and great outer specific surface area:
a. In order to reduce the transport power demand of the heat transport medium,
I have divided the long flow-path thermal energy store into sections (called
ducts) and formed cascade system from them. I have proved that the
transport power demand of the heat transport medium will be decreased, if
the heat transport medium is flowing through only those ducts where the
thermocline zone is going through (i. e. knocking-off those sections from the
flow-path of the heat transport medium in which the temperature is in
steady-state).
b. In order to reduce the heat-loss – due to the greater outer specific surface
area – I have planned a heat store of regular hexagonal prism with outer
geometry of H/St 1 ratio and cascade system of the ducts formed a spiral
flow-path layout.
o
The heat transport medium flows from the centre to the outer side of
the heat store following the spiral flow-path layout during the charge
period. It makes thermal stratification with descending temperature in
the flow-direction and radial direction as well. Therefore, the
temperature of the outer surface of the heat store is low until the charge
up of the outer ring of the ducts, so the heat loss is small during this
period of time.
o
During the discharge period (opposite flow-direction to the charge) the
temperature of the outer surface of the heat store is low after the
discharge of the outer ring of the ducts, so the heat loss is small during
this period of time.
o
When the temperature of the outer ring of the ducts of the heat store is
low, then the part of the charging and discharging time increases with
increase of the number of ducts.
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IV.
I have calculated the optimal values of the design variables for two cases
according to the overall heat efficiency: with gas and liquid heat transport
medium in case of pipe-channelled heat store, with gas heat transport medium in
case of packed bed heat store with ceramic balls. In both cases the heat-flow was
of 2 MW steady-state during 63 days of charge and 58 days of discharge. The
calculated results are the following:
a. Significantly higher overall efficiency can be reached in case of the multiduct, long flow-path thermal energy store with cascade system of the ducts
formed a spiral flow-path layout than in case of the one-duct type, short
flow-path thermal energy store which has equal mass of solid heat storage
material as the long flow-path one, mentioned before.
b. The pipe-channelled heat store has higher overall efficiency – because of its
lower pressure drop – than the heat store filled with ceramic balls.
c. In case of pipe-channelled thermal energy store the higher overall efficiency
can be reached by using small inside wall thickness and much lower flow
velocity than the economic flow velocity in pipelines. The powerful thermal
stratification requires large number of pipe-channels and small pipe-channel
diameter. In case of gas heat transport medium at greater number of ducts
the optimal pipe-channel diameter is larger, because of the increasing
transport work demand of the heat transport medium.
d. In case of liquid heat transport medium the overall efficiency of the pipechannelled heat store can be higher than in case of gas heat transport
medium. But the heat store with liquid heat transport medium is more
dangerous than the heat store with gas heat transport medium. Applicability
of the liquid heat transport medium is limited by its heat stability. In terms
of operational safety the best solution is the multi-duct, pipe-channelled heat
store with approximately atmospheric air heat transport medium,
applicability of it is not limited by its heat stability.
e. The sensitivity tests shows that the slight change of the value of the design
variables at their optimum cause minimal change of the overall efficiency.
This fact provides derogation from the calculated optimum.
f. The worked-out simulation and optimum-searching model can be used
effectively to calculate the optimal number of ducts, geometric dimensions
and operating parameters.
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